
The Faculty of Economics, University of Tuzla is announcing 
 

Call for Papers 
 

for the new issue of Economic Review: Journal of Economics and Business 
 

 

The Economic Review is a journal of the Faculty of Economics, University of Tuzla, which 
covers a wide range of topics in the field of economics and business. The journal is intended for 
the readers within the academic community and the wider public with an interest in 
contemporary economic topics. The journal is currently indexed in EBSCO Business Source 
Complete, Directory of Open Access Journals (DOAJ), SCIRUS, Index Copernicus and Cabell's 
Directories, and is also awaiting confirmation for indexation in some other databases. 

The Economic Review is published twice a year. All submitted papers are subject to a double-
blind review.  
 
Authors should, in the paper structure, focus their attention on introduction, previous 
research on the topic, research methodology, discussion and conclusion. 
 
More information about the Economic Review can be found on the following website: 
http://www.ef.untz.ba/nir/eco-rev 
 
Publishing fields: 

� Economic theory and policy 
� Finance 
� Quantitative economics 
� International economics 
� Management 
� Marketing 
� Entrepreneurship 
� Accounting and auditing 

 
Notes for Authors 
Submitted papers must not have been previously published nor can they currently be under 
review for some other journals. Guidelines for authors, sample copies and other relevant 
information for submitting papers are available on the Author Guidelines page.  
 
Important 
When submitting papers by e-mail, authors are to send two separate documents. The first 
document must include the following: the title of the paper, author(s) names, 
affiliation/institution and complete addresses, e-mail and fax number of author(s), abstract, 
keywords, JEL (Journal of Economic Literature) classification.  The second document must 
include a complete paper, completed in accordance with Guidelines for authors, but without the 



names of authors. Papers can be submitted in English language or in one of the official languages 
of Bosnia and Herzegovina. 
 
After the review and acceptance, authors must provide the English translation of the final version 
of paper submitted in one of the official languages of Bosnia and Herzegovina.  
 
Contact 
Papers can be submitted in the form of MS Word document to the following e-mail (details in 
Author guidelines) address: economic.review@untz.ba  
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 


